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Twitterville: How Businesses Can Thrive in the New Global NeighborhoodsPortfolio Hardcover, 2009

	Twitter is the most rapidly adopted communication tool in history, going from zero to ten million users in just over two years. On Twitter, word can spread faster than wildfire. Companies no longer have the option of ignoring the conversation.

	

	Unlike other hot social media spaces, Twitterville is dominated by professionals,...
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The Mobile MBA: 112 Skills to Take You Further, FasterFT Press, 2012

	An MBA is a curious beast: it can accelerate your career, even if it has limited


	practical value in day-to-day management.





	Top employers hire top MBAs, but not because MBAs have mastered the

	mysteries of management. An MBA is a hallmark of personal commitment,

	effort, and ambition which...
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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Organizations find that it's the business process that constitutes the heart of an enterprise

	and is a differentiating factor. They've found that it's the processes that make or break an

	enterprise. Operational efficiency is a differentiating factor, and research shows that it's the

	processes that provide operational...
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3D Printing with SketchUpPackt Publishing, 2014

	Real-world case studies to help you design models in SketchUp for 3D printing on anything ranging from the smallest desktop machines to the largest industrial 3D printers


	Overview

	
		Learn how to design beautiful architectural models that will print on any 3D printer
	
		Packed with clearly...
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High Performance SQL Server: The Go Faster BookApress, 2016

	Design and configure SQL Server instances and databases in support of high-throughput applications that are mission-critical and provide consistent response times in the face of variations in user numbers and query volumes. Learn to configure SQL Server and design your databases to support a given instance and workload. You'll learn...
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Lua Quick Start Guide: The easiest way to learn Lua programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		The easiest way to learn Lua programming

	
		Key Features

		
			The easiest way to learn Lua coding
	
			Use the Lua standard libraries and debug Lua code
	
			Embed Lua as a scripting language using the Lua C API


	
		Book Description

	
		Lua is a...
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Computer Viruses: from theory to applications (Collection IRIS)Springer, 2005
This book deals with computer viruses envisaged from three different points of view, namely the theoretical fundamentals of computer virology, algorithmic and practical aspects of viruses and their potential applications to various areas. The theoretical formalization by means of Turing machines, self-reproducing automata and recursive functions...
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Instant R StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Jump into the R programming language and go beyond "Hello World!"

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
			Basic concepts of the R language
	
			Discover tips and tricks for working with...
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Who's Afraid of AI?: Fear and Promise in the Age of Thinking MachinesThe Experiment, 2019

	
		A penetrating guide to artificial intelligence: what it is, what it does, and how it will change our lives

		

		At a breathtaking pace, artificial intelligence is getting better and faster at making complex decisions. AI can already identify malignant tumors on CT scans, give legal advice, out-bluff the best...
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Oracle DBA SQL Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2003
If you're a working Oracle DBA, here's the Oracle SQL reference you've been searching for—simple, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use! There's no faster way to discover the exact syntax you need...refresh your memory about that option you haven't used lately...find the name of that view you know exists...start using...
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Finale 2005 Power!Course Technology PTR, 2004
In this book, you’ll learn all about creating professional-quality sheet music with Finale, and if you already know how to do this, you’ll learn how to do it faster. You’ll begin by establishing a solid understanding of Finale’s framework and then mastering the everyday shortcuts and tricks that make Finale a breeze to use....
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